
I HEAR LIBERTY SINGING
VERSE ONE
Measure 1-4 Choir stands, angling to right, heads down.
Measure 5-8 Women lift heads as they begin to sing.
Measure 9-10 Men lift heads as they begin to sing. Women lower heads.
Measure 11-12 Women lift heads and join men singing.
Measure 13-14 Step-touch, each row going opposite direction. RT-LT-RT-LT

LT-RT-LT-RT
Measure 15 Stop, lift right fist shoulder high with back of hand to audience
Measure 16 Release right hand forward and down.
Measure 17-18 Same as Measure 13-14.
Measure 19 Both hands push to left, low and high. Head follows hands up.
Measure 20 Right hand moves from high left to low right. Head follows hand and bows down to

right. Left hand remains high.

CHORUS ONE
Measure 21-24 Soloist comes forward and sings from left so that the choir is looking away from the

soloist.
Measure 25-26 Left hand slowly comes down and choir lifts heads to look at soloist.
Measure 27-28 All look forward to audience with heads slightly lifted up.

VERSE TWO
Measure 30-33 Choir step-touches, all the same direction.
Measure 34-35 Stop, raise hands slowly with a small push on the second Ah.
Measure 36-37 Hands are high and choir joins hands.
Measure 38-39 Step-touch, each row going opposite direction.
Measure 40 Release hands forward and down.
Measure 41 Right hand lifts up as if holding “the flame.”
Measure 42-44 Each row releases right hand forward and down. Two rows per measure. Start with front

row and work toward the back.
Measure 45 Jazz hands, shoulder high, palms out on word “masses.”

Hands push out on “yearning.”
Hands pull back in on “breathe.”

Measure 46 Push jazz hands forward and up on the word “free.”
Measure 47 Hands go out and down to sides.

CHORUS TWO
Measure 48-53 Step-touch, all rows the same direction. Middle section could come forward and split to

form new front rows toward the front of the stage, or at the sides of the stage.
Measure 54 Stop.
Measure 55 Right hand goes to heart on beat 1.

CHORUS THREE (key change)
Measure 56-59 Release right hand slowly out and down. Center person in back row lifts flag and slowly

waves it back and forth.
Measure 60-61 All step-touch the same direction.
Measure 62-63 Both arms extend forward and out.
Measure 64 Choir splits down center forming an aisle. “Inside” hands extend toward person with

flag.
Measure 65 Person with flag comes forward to front of stage as choir comes back together.
Measure 66-67 Right hand slowly comes up to salute flag. Hand should arrive on the last note of the

piece. Person holding flag should lift flag slightly higher on last note.


